WELCOME TO SHIP IT!
THE GAME OF PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
We’re so glad you want to play SHIP IT! Here are a few tips to get
started with this printable version.

PRINTING
This file is set up for two-sided printing. In your printer settings, be
sure and use the long-edge binding setting (instead of short-edge
binding), to make sure the two sides line up correctly.
We recommend printing both the cards and the box on thicker paper,
such as card stock, if possible. The included box pattern is sized for
cards printed on heavier paper stock (110 lb. / 199gsm).

CUTTING
Cut out the cards using the dotted line outlines on the front side of the
cards as a guide. The front sides are odd-number pages.
Putting these cards inside protective card sleeves will make them a
bit easier to deal and shuffle. You can purchase card sleeves online or
at most game shops. Note that they might not fit in the box once they
have sleeves.
Now you’re ready to play! Enjoy the game, and feel free to send us any
comments and product management insights at hello@postlight.com.

© 2018 Postlight
Email us at hello@postlight.com
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SHIP IT! BOX TEMPLATE
Cut along white outline, fold
along indicated fold lines.
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FOLD INWARD AND TAPE HERE

OBJECTIVE

PHASE 1

PHASE 1

HOW TO PLAY
The goal of Ship It! is to be the first person to ship all
three phases of their project.

SET UP
Each player starts with three placeholder slot cards
placed in front of them, called Phase 1, Phase 2, and
Phase 3. These should be placed in numerical order, from
left to right.

PHASE 2

Each player starts with one Driver card stacked on top of
each placeholder. All remaining cards are shuffled into a
draw pile.

PHASE 2

Each player starts
off with these
three s tacks of
cards.

GAMEPLAY
The person with the most product management
experience goes first. Play moves clockwise.

PHASE 3

If you draw a Driver, it must be placed on any of your own
unshipped phases.
If you draw a Blocker, it must be placed on any of your
unshipped phases.
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PHASE 3

On each person’s turn, they must draw and immediately
play one card from the deck. If you run out of cards in the
draw pile, shuffle all the played cards to create a new
draw pile.

GAMEPLAY (CONTINUED)
If you draw an Action Card, follow the instructions given.
Some action cards can be used against other players.
Some action cards are helpful, but sometimes they slow
your own project down even more.
Once your current phase (your left-most unshipped
phase) has three Drivers and no Blockers, it gets
SHIPPED! (Turn the stack over to show it’s been shipped.)
A Phase cannot be shipped if it has a Blocker.
Phases must be shipped in order. For example, if you
have Blockers on Phase 1, you cannot ship Phase 2 or 3,
even if they are ready to ship.
When you remove a Blocker, it goes to the discard pile
with the Action Card. If you run out of cards, shuffle the
discard pile to create a new draw pile.

WINNING THE GAME
The first person to ship all three of
their Phases must very loudly yell
out SHIP IT! to win.

CREATED BY POSTLIGHT
Postlight is a digital product and platforms company
based in New York City. We designed this game using
some fo the same processes we use in our client work:
Collaborative thinking, creative design, and plenty of
user research (aka play-testing).
We love to talk. Email us at hello@postlight.com.
© 2018 Postlight. Postlight is a team of creative people working
together to design and build great digital products for our clients
and for the world.
SHIP IT! was lovingly created by these wonderful people: @ftrain,
@xarissaa, @stephencarlson, @codymcowan & @redkeg.
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Postlight is a digital product studio
based in New York City. We have
years of experience building stable
platforms for millions of users. Our
product managers, designers, and
engineers work together with a
shared goal: Ship something great.
Want to talk? Email us at
hello@postlight.com

DRIVER

Detailed wireframes
delivered. Recipient
studies them and gives
great feedback.

DRIVER

Engineers and designers
seek each other out to
solve problems, without
any intervention from
product management.

DRIVER

Freelancers cheerfully
meet their deadlines, then
say, “I’m on standby if you
need more.”

DRIVER

Instead of promoting people
who talk about process,
people who get results and
ship software are given
leadership roles.

DRIVER

You ﬁnd a cloud service to
manage authentication—and
effortlessly migrate your
users to the new service.
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DRIVER

Beta testers ﬁle careful,
thoughtful bug reports but
no feature requests.

DRIVER

People who have moral
concerns about how software
treats its users are able to
safely express their concerns
and have them heard.

DRIVER

There’s plenty of time for
design research. “Let’s
validate everything!” says
the boss. “I want to listen to
real users.”

DRIVER

Requirements change, but
polite pushback about
scope creep leads to a great
conversation about what an
MVP really means
for business.

DRIVER

With the API in a solid state,
engineers are freed up to
work on the front-end,
accelerating development.

DRIVER

The board agrees that
building an API with
responsive web client is
the right way to go.
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DRIVER

People work from home
when it will help them be
more productive, but make
sure to stay present and
connected through Slack.

DRIVER

Scope is cut nearly in half
as leaders decide it’s better
to launch less, faster.

DRIVER

Engineering ﬁnds a
time-saving open-source
component. Management
encourages them to
contribute changes back
to the community.

DRIVER

New employees come in
their ﬁrst day to ﬁnd a
laptop ready to go, with the
software they requested
already installed.

DRIVER

Standups are canceled
because the regular pace
of release is so high that
there’s just no need.

DRIVER

Word comes down:
Don’t rely on third-party
advertising networks or social
lift for revenue, but instead
make something people are
willing to pay for.
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DRIVER

Projects are staffed well
enough that even as
deadlines approach, people
can take vacations.

DRIVER

A new cloud infrastructure
service takes away a huge pain
point— and costs 1/10th as
much as you expected to pay.

DRIVER

Leadership continually
articulates a single, clear product
vision, repeating it almost daily,
so that everyone knows what
they’re working towards.

DRIVER

Alpha users jump in and
start using the product,
offering great feedback,
and often forgetting that
it’s just an alpha.

DRIVER

The product/market ﬁt
thesis turns out to be spot
on, and potential users are
enthusiastic that their
needs will be met.

DRIVER

A team of mature, adult
leaders gathers and agrees to
cut product scope signiﬁcantly
in order to make the core
experience shine.
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DRIVER

Your last-released product
is featured in the app store,
so people believe you when
you tell them you’re making
something great.

DRIVER

User tests run in parallel
with design and validate
your strategy.

DRIVER

A small team of junior
engineers takes a major set of
features as a challenge, works
incredibly hard, and delivers on
time with some coaching.

DRIVER

Morale improves when you
share a functional prototype
that proves the product is
going to be great.

DRIVER

Stock photography and
licensed fonts are readily
available to everyone who
works in design.

DRIVER

The CEO reads an article
about a competitor and
approves a bigger budget
and longer timeframe,
saying “Let’s do this right.
We get one chance.”
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DRIVER

The functional prototype
leads to engaged discussion
about how to truly help your
users. “I can’t wait to use it!”

DRIVER

When shown the beta MVP,
everyone takes the time to use it
and understand the work done,
then sends their thoughtful
feedback within 48 hours.

DRIVER

Automated testing and
careful code review reveals
a huge, terrible bug months
before shipping.

DRIVER

A very likely customer offers
to use their own employees
as beta testers and provide
feedback in order to validate
the product.

DRIVER

Everyone agrees that using
big, well-known, API-powered
services like MailChimp and
Salesforce is worth the cost.

DRIVER

A scampering ofﬁce
pet makes everyone
more efﬁcient.
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DRIVER

The boss studies up on
software development in
order to better understand
why you’re always talking
about risks.

DRIVER

Everyone is encouraged to
work reasonable hours, leading
to a general hum of productivity
and regular ship dates.

DRIVER

Brusque people who dismiss
everyone else’s work and toxic
whiners who can never seem
to get started are gently shown
the door.

DRIVER

Engineers can use whatever
tools they want to code, as
long as they stick to the clear
coding guidelines.

WE HAVE A PODCAST. IT’S VERY GOOD.

Subscribe to
Track Changes
on your favorite
podcasting app.

DRIVER

A new prototyping tool lets
designers actually show the
interactions they want to
front-end engineers, who
appreciate the clarity.
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You forgot about content
management and someone
just asked how they’re
going to update the app.

Awkward phone call:
Remaining budget
slashed in half,
expectations
unchanged.

Facebook opens a new
ofﬁce nearby and starts
poaching staff.

Engineers convince everyone
they’d ship faster if they could
use an obscure programming
language. Progress halts
for “retooling.”

The critical API you
were depending upon to
meet your ship date is
sold to a competitor and
will shut off next week.

Lead engineer
leaves mid-project
for a startup.
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After much discussion
the team decides to
switch from Trello to
Jira. Hundreds of
tickets go missing.

New vendor
added, number
of daily standups
goes to ﬁve.

New potential
customer insists on
three-month legal
compliance review.

Design paused three
weeks for user testing,
results come back: “They
just don’t like it.”

“We could license this
platform,” someone
says, and suddenly
you’re two companies.

Pivot to video
replaced by pivot to
augmented reality.
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New CEO arrives and
asks for a full report on
progress-to-date.
Everyone stops work to
make the presentation.

Email from the CEO:
“Fwd: RE: Some late
night thoughts.”

Now that ideation is
done, there’s no money
left over to build.

You can’t get a working
dev environment, but
leadership insists you
rebuild the platform
using a blockchain.

Critical path shut down
so demo can be ready
for board meeting.

Apple WWDC
keynote stops
entire ofﬁce for a
full half-day.
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ACTION CARD

Switch your current
phase with any
unshipped phase from
another player.

ACTION CARD

Steal a driver from
another player.

ACTION CARD

Remove one blocker from
each of your opponents.

ACTION CARD

+1
Remove a blocker from any
of your phases and draw
another card.

ACTION CARD

Remove a blocker from
any of your phases.

ACTION CARD

Steal a driver from
another player.
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ACTION CARD

Remove a blocker from
any of your phases.

ACTION CARD

Draw a card for each player
(including yourself), and
distribute as you choose. Players
must immediately play these
cards, starting with yourself,
moving clockwise.

ACTION CARD

Remove two blockers
from any of your phases.

ACTION CARD

Remove a blocker from
any of your phases.

ACTION CARD

Remove a blocker from
any of your phases.

ACTION CARD

+1

Remove a blocker from any
of your phases and draw
another card.
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ACTION CARD

Turn this card upside down
and play as a blocker on
another player.

ACTION CARD

Switch your current
phase with any
unshipped phase from
another player.

ACTION CARD

+1
Turn this card upside down
and play as a blocker on
yourself. Then, draw
another card.

ACTION CARD

BUBBLE BURST!
Uh oh...your phase has been
reset. Remove all driver and
blocker cards from your
current phase.

ACTION CARD

Turn this card upside
down and play as a
blocker on another player.

ACTION CARD

EFFICIENCY MAGICIAN
Lucky you! Ship your current
phase, regardless of how many
blockers or drivers you have.
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